ERP SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTER

MILLTECH LUMBER INVENTORY ERP SOFTWARE / MILLTECH

MillTech Inventory Management Solutions, a leading supplier of lumber inventory/sales and production ERP software, is expanding and requires two lumber (wood products) inventory software implementers or project managers. Candidates must have implemented or supported or has been a power user of a lumber inventory system.

MillTech is looking to fill a senior position with an individual who has implemented, including training and project managing, a lumber industry inventory system.

The second position is a more junior position whose role will be to do customer support and assist with implementations.

The implementer’s responsibilities include evaluating client's business and IT needs, project managing which includes defining and executing on implementation plans. Provide training and end-user support. The right person may also eventually become involved in giving pre-sales product demonstrations.

For the right person the position of implementer is both challenging and satisfying as you will be instrumental in improving our client’s businesses by assisting them in their implementation of the MillTech Inventory, Sales & Production System.

The following knowledge or experience would be beneficial to have and would aid you as an implementer:

- Accounting or bookkeeping background.
- ERP systems project management or implementation experience.
- Some Technical knowledge is also a plus but not mandatory including:
  - Knowledge of SQL and/or Microsoft SQL Reporting Services.
  - Ability to write queries.
  - Experience with in-the-mill data collection.

MillTech is Surrey BC based company. The Candidate may be able to work from home but must be able to work initially several days a week out of the MillTech Surrey office. The MillTech Surrey office offers a safe environment. MillTech pays well and offers an excellent benefits package.

Travel (when the world returns to normal) is required. Probably a week every second month.

Learn more about MillTech at www.milltechims.com.

Interested persons should forward resumes and cover letter or for further information, please contact:

Ron Hogg
Forest People International Search Ltd.
2703 – 2225 Holdom Avenue
Burnaby, BC V5B 0A1
Telephone: (604) 669-5635
E-mail: people@forestpeople.com
Website: www.forestpeople.com